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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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O 4 ------------ --------x
. S
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.
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1 E_E_g_C E E D I N G.S

2 JUDGE GLEASON: Ti.e Board does not have with

3 us today Judge Paris, who is currently out in California

4 on another case. But we have discussed this case with

5 him and we have kind of resolved in our own minds what

6 the resolution of this should be. But we thought -- we

7 indicated to him that we would hear a little bit further

8 argument on this issue before communicating to you what

9 our decision is, unless it is changed.

10 I thought it would be best, in the light of

11 the complications that might arise and also in light of

12 the short time period we have here, that we ought to put

13 this on the record. So we'll proceed with that

() 14 understanding. And also, as you undoubtedly know but it

15 bears repeating, when you're -- because the reporter

16 cannot see anyone, before you make a comment identify

17 who you are that is speaking. And I will try to call on

18 people, so that we get comments in turn and make the

19 record as productive as we can on it.

20 In our analysis of the motion that the

21 Licensees have put in and the responses that we have

i 22 received in behalf of the New York City Council, we have

23 kind of reached a conclusion that, first of all, there
l
| 24 is a lot of testimony that doesn't direct itself at a

25 specific end objective.

O
|
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1 Secondly -- in other words, Mr. Kaplan, we're

2 not sure exactly what you testimony is intended to prove

3 or disprove.

O 4 Secondly, we are convinced that some of the

5 testimony doesn't bear really any relationship to any of

6 the things that have occurred -- and we can get into

7 this a little bit later on -- or anything that is in

8 issue.

9 And the third thing that we have reached a

10 conclusion on is that the motion that is filed by the

11 licensees is pretty late as far as -- when we keep in

12 mind, of. course, that the testimony tha t ha s been

13 submitted in behalf of these witnesses has been prefiled
,

O 14 as of March such and such a date, '982. certain11 ve

15 could anticipate a lot quicker action than filing

16 something two or three weeks ago, when a hearing is

17 scheduled, and so on.

18 I guess what I would like to proceed with and

19 the thing that would be -- the discussion format tha t

20 would be most helpful to the Board is to hear from Mr.

21 Kaplan exactly what his testimony in connection with

22 questions 3 and 4 is supposed to elicit, and then we can

23 get a response from the Licensees and then from the

24 Staff, and then we can ask any other questions that come

25 out of that discussion.

O
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1 So, Mr. Kaplan, would you be pleased -- would

2 you be willing to go ahead at this point, please.

3 MR. KAPLAN: Certainly.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: along the lines that .I've--

5 talked about.

6 MR. KAPLANs Certainly. I assume that if you

7 people aren't hearing me someone will say something.

8 As a general proposition, the testimony speaks

9 to situations which we anticipa te developing in New York

10 City in the event of an accident at Indian Point. And

11 in my supplemental I try to deal with at least some of

12 the points made, and I've contacted some of the

13 witnesses.

() 14 The issue of relocation / evacuation I think

15 should satisfy many of the objections made, and had much

16 of the testimony come when it should have this would not

17 have even arisen at this point. But given the lateness

18 of the hour and wha t I believe is a lack of prejudice --

19 if the Board were to read for " evacuation" wherever it

20 is, in Mr. Gurren's testimony for argument's sake or sny

21 of the others, and saw this in terns of the scenarios

22 that were laid out under question one, where people

23 talked about the ability to relocate large portions of

24 New York City's population, et cetera, whatever portion,

25 what the Board I think has to consider and should

O
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1 consider is, what is the status of New York City's
[

2 capability to do tha t, and what will be necessary --

3 JUDGE GLEASON: To what?

O 4 MR. KAPLANs To relocate, interdict or

5 evacuate, or provide medical services, both to its own

6 population or any other population.

7 JUDGE GLEASON: Under what eventuality?

8 MR. KAPLAfa Under the eventuality of the

9 requirement of evacuation of some part of the city,

10 should the medical -- should the physical situation

11 require that, or, and I think that this is what we've

12 worked on, is that the problems that would be required

13 of a relocation of all or some portion of the city would

() 14 be exactly the same, and our testimony would argue that

15 and does argue th a t , based on the supplemental motion

16 papers, and we've offered to make that change.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, let me ask you, is there

18 a question undec :ontention 3 or 4 that relates to

19 e va cua ting New York City?

20 MR. KAPLAN: No. But question 4 -- and I

21 don't have it; I really should have this in front of me

22 and I don't -- does deal with the kinds of changes or

23 responses that micht be necessary to improve emergency

() 24 planning and p re pa redne ss. Tha t 's a paraphrase.

25 The theory here is tha t if we had a plan --

O
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1 JUDGE GLEASONs Well, wait a minute, Mr.

2 Kaplan. Question 4 asks in effect, what changes can be

3 done to improve the emergency provisions in the event of

4 a radiological emergency, and that's a rough ,

5 paraphrase.,

6 HR. KAPLANs And our testimony --

7 JUDGE GLEASON: But that's what question 4

8 asks.

9 MR. KAPLANs And the thrust of our testimony

10 is that it is difficult at this point for New York City

11 even to answer that question directly and say, we need a

12 new road here, until one' considers the broad range of

13 the situation in New York City. And in fact one of our

() 14 witnesses has indicated to me and would indicate under

15 testimony, we haven't even really done the analysis, th e

16 traffic witness. And there are other questions that

17 haven 't even occurred to anyone, that he raised and

18 would raise, and says, what are we supposed to do? We

19 haven't done the planning here.

20 So one of the things that we need to do in

21 order to better deal with, to come forth with

22 improvements, is to explain to the Board the need for

23 some emergency planning. There has been none.

24 So I mean, it's sort of we 're caught in a bind

25 in some sense. You' re asking me wha t improvements in

O
|
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/~T 1 emergency planning should happen, when one of the
V

2 burdens of my testimony is there isn 't any.

3 JUDGE GLEASON4 Well, you know, these aren't

O
4 my questions. These are not the Board's questions. I

5 They're the Commission's questions.

'

6 MR. KAPLAN: No, but the Commission question

7 says specifically, wha t improvements in the level of

8 emergency planning can be expected in the near future.

9 JUDGE GLEASON4 That's right, what specific

10 improvements.

11 MR. KAPLAN The witnesses would testify, at

12 this point there are none because we don't have any

13 capability to do any planning.

() 14 What time schedule? Let us find out. And I

15 think the Board should know, should it find that New

16 York City must do some planning, without necessarily

17 saying it has to rise to the level of ten-mile EPZ

18 planning, but New York City should do some planning, how

19 long does the Deputy Commissioner of Transportation,

20 say, project it will take to do that kind of planning?

21 Wha t sort of offsite emergency procedures would work in

22 the interim?

23 Certainly Dr. Solons, whose talking about KI

() 24 in one pie:e of his testimony, speaks directly to that

25 question.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 JUDGE GLEASON: Vell, Mr. Kaplan, where we're{) ,

*
2 having difficulty is that what you're doing is you're

3 raising a question which is a new question, and that

)
'

4 says that in the event of an accident --

5 ER. KAPLAN: Right.

6 JUDGE GLEASONs -- what is it tha t Ne w York

7 City will be unable to do?

8 MR. KAPLAN: Well, no. I'm trying to say what

[ 9 New York City can do and what is adequate about that and
|

10 what might be inadequate about that. And I'm merely

| 11 saying that this must be on the record for this Board to

12 make a judgment about whether there is something

13 particularly dangerous or not dangerous about Indian

() 14 Point.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, Mr. Kaplan, I made

16 reference to this, to the objective or the end objective

17 of what your comments are, when I was first appointed to

. 18 the Bosrd.
I

19 MR. KAPLAN Right. I think I cited you in my

20 motion paper.

21 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, the objective is not to

22 answer a lot of questions that the Board may want

23 answered. The objective is to answer the Commission's

24 questions.
(" }

25 MR. KAPLAN But you said in your papers, and

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 I cited th e m , that the question, that the reason we are

2 having these hearings is because the plants are -- what

3 is unique about the siting of this particular plant?

\
4 Are the risks greater or not as great as the same at

5 Indian Point as they are every place else, at the other

6 nuclear facilities.

7 JUDGE GLEASON: That's right, that's the

8 overall question that gets involved in all of the six

9 questions.

10 HR. KAPLANs Right.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: That's the overall thing that

12 the Commission wants an answer to, and it is divided as

13 a means, if you will, to get at that answer into six

() ~ 14 questions.

15 MR. KAPLAN Right, and we are trying to

16 address --

17 JUDGE GLEASON4 And I'm asking you, under

18 which of the questions does your testimony come?
.

19 MR. KAPLANs 4, primarily.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: 4. But you are not suggesting

21 improvements in the level of emergency planning with

22 your testimony.

23 MR. KAPLAN: Well, I'm certainly -- read Dr.

24 Solon's testimony. It certainly does that.()
25 But other people are saying, here is what

O
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1 happens. There are other specifics, obviously. We 've

2 had a tremendous amount of testimony from other people

3 about the way people will behave in an evacuation'

! ] 4 situation.

5 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, we've only had testimony

| 6 on 3.2 in that area.
!

! 7 MR. KAPLAN: Righ t, right, that's right. And
|

8 ve have filed and the Board will hear, I assume, because'

9 I have no intention of making a motion, Don, Mr. -- I
|

10 don 't know if it's Lt .er and Dines or Decker and

11 Lines. Licensee witnesses.

| 12 Mr. Fornenberg will testify about what
,

13 happened in the real situation in this area, the only

O 24 te t1 on1 ta t tai 8o ra vi11 ne r noot wa t aaroened

15 in an emergency situation in this area, in Washington

16 Heights.

17
.

18
|

|
| 19

'

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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1 Dr. Seamose will testif y and disagree with the

2 Licensees' experts on 3.2 about how people will respond

3 in an ener7ency situation.

O 4 JUDGE GLEASON: But Mr. Kaplan, you're

5 premising, you sea, an accident affecting New York

6 City.

7 MR. KAPLAN4 I'm taking that --

8 JUDGE GLEASON: And I'm asking you, where does

9 that -- where is that called for or where is that within

10 the realm of being reached under questions 3 or 4?

11 MR.'KAPLAN4 Well, no, I guess -- I am looking

12 -- you're asking what the sound basis is, se to speak.

13 JUDGE GLEASONs Yes, right.

() 14 MR. KAPLAN: Well, I think that that has to

15 come. We are not projecting a necessary accident in New

16 York City. We are basing or directing testimony at this

17 from previously admitted testimony, and I cite that,

18 when other witnesses, Licensee witnesses and Staff

19 witnesses said -- well, one thing that comes to mind,

20 and I can look at the papers, Mr. Potter said that early
1

| 21 fatalities could go out to as much as 60 miles.

22 The Staff is talking about --

| 23 JUDGE GLEASON: Wait a minute. Of course,

24 I'll let the Licensees respond to that. You know, what(}
25 they did was they modeled different situations.

|
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1 MR. KAPLAN: Right.|

[
2 JUDGE GLEASON: And under one of those

i

3 situations they certainly had some testimony that it

() 4 vent beyond the EPZ, I grant that.

5 HR. KAPLAN: And the Staff in the IPPSS itself

6 projects certain protective actions that are going to be

7 taken beyond the ten-mile zone. They projected possibly

8 -- and I recall, and I don't know which one of the

9 ultnesses -- interdicting parts of New York City,

10 depending upon the ground ren, whether or not ground

11 dosage is beyond 25 rems.

12 This is Staff testimony. I don't even have to

13 talk about -- I mean, we all know what Beyea and Palenik

() 14 say, who are projecting infinitely greater consequences

| 15 in New York City. Whether or not -- we are not

16 necessarily taking the position, nor do my witnesses,

17 that there must be emergency evacuation planning per

!

|
18 se.

1

19 But if we're talking about relocating -- and
!

20 this is from the Staff testimony and the Licensee

21 testimony -- people that are as f ar away as 20 miles,

22 that gets you across the Bronx border, only 35 miles to
|

! 23 downtown Eanhattan, then doesn' t the Board feel
|

24 compelled to consider whether or not the city, the city
[}

|
25 government, is capable of implementino any of that?

!

(])
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p 1 That is the burden of this testimonya Is the
U

2 city capable? If it's not capable, where isn't it

3 ca pable ? If it is capable -- if it isn 't, how does it

4 get capable?

5 JUDGE GLEASON: Is it capable of doing

6 emergency work under what scenario?

7 HR. KAPLAN: Under a scena rio -- I can' t give

8 you a specific scenario, but under a scenario in which

9 parts of New York City will either have to be evacuated,

10 parts or all -- I mean, let 's take the whole ball of wa x

11 -- parts or all, or parts -- or that large numbers of

12 population would have to be relocated, which the

13 scenario calls for, or sheltered, and we have some

() 14 people testifying about tha t, or parts of the city would

15 have to be interdicted. That's the first point.
.

16 The second point is that it seems to me the

17 Board should know or be interested in whether or'not in

18 the event of an accident at Indian Point there might be

! 19 other kinds of consequences, whether or not there would

| 20 be self-evacuation in New York City, and what would that
[
'

21 do to an evacuation of people coming south into New York

'

22 City.

23 DelBello has testified about the connection

24 between the road networks and said very specificallyj (}
25 that emergency planning would be helped by Few York

O
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1 City's participation. It may be that all that will come{)
2 out of this is that this Board will recommend to the NRC

3 that New York City be included in the emergency planning

O 4 in general.

5 But it seems to me that in order to deal

6 directly with the broad Boa rd questions, that we have

7 not had testimony about the situation in New York City.

8 New York City is what makes the siting of this plant

9 fundamentally different from other plants. I do not

10 understand how the Board can deal with that in the

11 broader sense.

12 Second of all, as I caid in my motion papers,

13 and as you said and as Mr. Colarulli said and other

() 14 people, these questions tend to overlap, so it's hard to

15 say, you know, where you are exactly. But I think that

16 out of f airness we are directing most of our testimony

17 to question 4.

18 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, that -- maybe it would

19 be good to hear from the licensees. Mr. Czada, Mr.

'

Levin, or Mr. Brandenburg, which one of you want to20

21 proceed?

22 MR. CZAJA: This is Richard Czada, Judge. I'm

23 prepared to proceed on behalf of the Power Authority.

24 JUDGE GLEASON: All right, why don't you go
(}

25 ahead.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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*
1 NR. CZAJA: With regard to the merits of the

2 motian, I have very li ttle to a dd to what is in my

3 paper. The essence of the testimony that Mr. Kaplan is

4 proposing is whether an evacuation of New York City is

5 feasible, whether it can be accomplished.

6 That's not in the Commission's questions and

7 the whole tenor of the Commission's orders and the

8 transcripts of their proceedings is that this Board has

9 some very serious questions to deal with quite apart

10 from the question of whether an evacuation of New York

11 City is feasible. I don't think that's a question the

12 Commission tendered the Board to get into. It has

13 enough work to do without getting into that question.

() 14 It's certainly not within the four corners of the six

15 questions by the Commission.

16 I'd like also to briefly address the concern

17 that Judge Gleason expressed at the outset that this

18 motion is late. First of all, I don't think it's late

19 in any sense in terms of the day when we had the

20 reformulated question 3 and 4 contentions f rom the

21 Board, which I think bore significantly on this motion.

22 Secondly, we have discussed this at various

23 points with the Board. It came up in the Westchester

24 witnesses. And my understanding of the Board's(}
25 intention is that motions to strike are to be made at

O
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.

1 approximately the same time when the witness physically{
2 appears in the courtroom.

3 The first time this came up was when we made i

O
4 the motion to strike the Intervenor's testimony when it

5 was filed last year, and at that time the Board

6 indicated that motions-to strike specific testimony

7 should be held in abeyance. And several times since

8 then the issue has come up again, and my understanding

9 of the Board's wishes in each of those instances has

10 been that it wishes a motion to strike to be made at

11 about the witness appears in the courtroom.

12 In this case, obviously because of the

| 13 scheduling and logistical problems, where Mr. Kaplan 's

() 14 testimony deals essentially.with the' same subject and we

15 believe all of his witnesses are subject to the same
i

| 16 defect, we did make it well in advance of the date of
l

17 their scheduled appearance.

18 That's really all I have, unless the Board has

19 any other questions they wish to direct to me.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, I'd just like to respond~

21 to that latter part of your rema rks. I think my

22 comments to the parties were as you described them, only

23 it was not with reference to notification regarding a
I

24 motion to strike; it was with reference to the time at()
25 which it would be decided and argued. That's what I

|
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)
referred to as having done at the time the witnesses1

2 were presented.

3 MR. CZAJA: Well, how far in advance does the

O 4 Court wish us to make motions to strike, Judge?

5 JUDGE GLEASONa Well, I don't think we're

8 going to respond to that, Mr. Czaja. You know, you have

7 to do your job and we have to do ours.

8 I'm telling you the Board, all three members,

9 consider that your motions are very late in filing

10 before the Board. Here we are, you know, ready to go to

11 a hearing next Tuesday and we're dealing with motions to

12 eliminate testimony, and in the alternative motions to

13 take depositions. It's just not the proper way to do

) 14 it.

15 If you thought that you should have been

to having this done earlier, why, you could have raised

17 that issue with the Board at any time.

18 MR. CZAJA: I'm sorry if I'm not in compliance

19 with the Board's wishes. I thought I was.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.

21 Nr. Brandenburg?

22 MR. BRANDENBURGs Yes, sir. I've listened to

23 Mr. Kaplan's remarks. I too just might note that our

24 proposal and our motion that much of Mr. Ka plan 's'( }
25 material was inappropriate under Commission question 3

O
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~

I and 4 was made on February 7th, which I think followed;
2 very closely on the heels of the Board's reformulation

3 of question 3 and 4 contentions. So I'm fairly

O
4 hard-pressed to think how we could have moved any sooner

5 than February 7th.

6 With regard to Mr. Kaplan's remarks, clearly

7 the question 3 contemplates that only compliance with

8 existing Commission regulations is appropriate under

9 question 3, and of course the evacuation issues only

10 extend to a distance of about four miles under the

11 Commission regulations. And that whole issue, of

12 course, was very much four-square before the Commission

13 when it issued its orders of July 27th and September

() 14 18th, 1982.

15 With respect to any type of improvements that

16 Br. Kaplan might want to propose outside of that area, I

17 find nothing in any of his testimony that suggests

18 improvements in the ingestion pathway type of

19 obligations that are appropriate up to a distance of 50

20 miles. He appears to have ignored the ingestion pathway

| 21 requirements and has presumed that the dual pathway

22 licensing requirements that go out to about ten miles

23 should be extended out as far as 35 miles or so.

(]) 24 While he has suggested tha t all of this

25 material is appropriate under question 4, question 4

! C)
!

l

|
,
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1 requires that not only the proposals be for improvements

2 -- that is to say that they be constructive -- but that

3 they also be feasible and that they be-specific. And I

4 think to that end Mr. Kaplan has failed any obligation

5 that, reasonably construed, he might have under question
.

8 4.

7 So I don't find myself at all persuaded that
,

8 this material is appropriate under question 4

9 JUDGE GLEASON: What would you say, Mr.

10 Brandenburg, with respect to the applicability of that

11 testimony in relationship to contention 4.17

12 MR. BRANDENBURGs I, like Mr. Kaplan, don't

13 have that precise wording before me at the moment.

() 14 MR. KAPLANs I can read it.;

15 NR. BRANDENBURG If you would.

16 MR. KAPLANs "The plume exposure pathway EPZ

17 should be expanded from its present ten-mile radius in
,

!

18 order to meet local emergency needs and capabilities as

19 they are affected by such conditions as demography,

20 topography, land characteristics, access routes, and

21 jurisdictional boundaries."

22 NR. BRANDENBURGa Well, about ten miles is

23 about ten miles. We're not going to -- what's clear
!

24 there to me is that they didn't -- that the Commission(}
25 didn't intend taking a compass and dividing any

(

<
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1 particular little village in half se anything like that,
)

2 that sort of thing.

3 I don't find any license under that for

4 expansion out to 35 miles. I think the wording, "the

5 demography, topography," et cetera, et cete ra , is lif ted

6 virtually verbatim out of the Commission regulations on

7 the size of the EPZ, and we've had a number of cases

8 that have been litigated in which that has been

9 construed in the context of whether about ten miles --

10 what "a b out ten miles" means. And I know of no case

11 that's held it to mean more than, you know, half a mile

12 sort of either way to follow a village boundary or

13 something of that sort.

() 14 I believe that specific question's been raised

15 in a number of other cases and interpreted in that

16 fashion.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Could we have some comments

18 from the Staff, please?

19 HR. HASSLE 4 Judge Gleason, this is Don Hassle

20 on behalf of the NRC Staff.
|
| 21 It 's the Staf f 's position that it supports the

22 Licensees' motion to the extent that it wishes to move

23 to exclude testimony that only concerns evacuation of

24 New York City, and tha t does not set forth any(}
25 affirmative testimony regarding offsite emergency

O
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1 procedures which are feasible or should be taken. It's
)

2 the Staff's view that such testimony is beyond the scope

3 of questions 3 and 4, surely.

O 4 . (Pause.)

5 HR. HASSIEa Essentially, the testimony says

6 that evacuation is not feasible. It doesn't say

7 evacuate --

8 JUDGE SHON: This is Judge Shon.

9 HR. HASSLE: Yes, Judge Shon.

10 JUDGE SHONa I do note that, as M r. Kaplan

11 points out, several of the scena rios and indeed a number
-

12 of the graphs that were presented by Mr. Archarya and

13 figures that were presented in the IPPSS made the

() 14 assumption that certain relocations or actions

15 consisting of taking shelter were accomplished beyond

18 the ton-mile zone, and indeed some of the figures in the

17 Staff testimony showed inj aries, delayed f a talities, and

18 other things out to positions well into New York City as
|

| 19 far as distance was concerned.

20 It seems as if Mr. Kaplan intends his

|

| 21 testimony to address, at least in part, tho notion that

22 these evaluations may have been made under a false

23 assumption, that is, it's not possible for the people to

24 shelter in areas that will give them a shielding factor()
25 of .5 or .08, it is not possible for 00 percent of the

O
i
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( 1 people to do that, it is not possible to relocate people

2 from hot areas.
.

3 I'd like to have the Staff and the Licensees,

O 4 the Staff first perhaps, address that notion, that this

5 may be of value to the Board in assessing whether the

6 scenarios in the IPPSS and in the Staff's testimony are

7 realistic scenarios.

8 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Hassle, if you would go

9 first, please. *

10 MR. HASSLE: Let me have a moment.

11 ( Pa use. )

12 MR. HASSLE: Judge Gleason, I think Janice

13 Moore is going to deal with tha t aspect of it.

O 24 JUDGE GtEAS0x- A11 rioht, fine.

15 MS. MOORE: I be11 eve that the Staff testimony

16 as presented by Dr. Archarya and tha t panel set forth

17 three alternative emergency p1anning assumptions, and in

18 that testimony the Staff made no judgments as to the

19 p1anning or what was required to satisfy those

20 assumptions.

21 Now, Mr. Kaplan hasn't addressed any one of

22 those assumptions and he hasn't told us in the testimony

23 which of the Staff's assumptions are in effect

24 unrealistic and why. And the testimony that is here

25 doesn't really address that question. I don' t know of

O
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p 1 any of Dr. Archarya's testimony which says that New York
J

2 City must be evacuated. I don't know that we assumed

3 evacuation at any greater distance other than ten

O 4 miles.

5 JUDGE SHONa I believe you only assumed

6 relocation.

7 MS. MOOREa Yes, we assumed some relocations

8 outside of ten miles, and I couldn't give you the exact

9 distance. That was after plume passage, for one thing.

10 In one instance it was 8 hours, in one instance it was

11 12, and in one instance I believe it 's 24, but I could

12 be mistaken.

13 Now, in order for Mr. Kaplan's testimony

O 14 herein to have anr eaning it wou1d have to te11 us in'

15 what respect one of those scenarios was unrealistic, and

16 I don't believe that testimony addresses any of that

17 risk testimony. I realize that Mr. Kaplan has attempted

18 to say that it does and I find that very creative, but I

'

|
19 don 't really think that the testimony does not, and I

20 don't think in all honesty it was intended to do that.

| 21 MR. BRANDENBURGs Judge Shon, this is Brent

22 Brandenbur7

23 I think -- I really don't think that the

24 Commission really intended under question 3 and 4 that

25 it would be fair game to evaluate any particular

O.
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1 modeling assumption that might have been made for
/}

2 probabilistic risk assessment purposes under question

3 one. That endeavor might involve us in making

()'

4 assumptions about sheltering f actors and things of that

5 sort *out to hundreds.of miles.

6 With respect to exactly what was modeled in at

7 least our own PR A testimony -- and I think Ms. Moore has

8 addressed the Staff's testimony by Dr. Archarys -- in

9 chapter S in particular of our question one testimony, I

10 believe we modeled a number of various assumptionsa

11 sheltering, no sheltering, sheltering after so much

12 time , shelte ring f or less periods of time, things of

13 that sort.

( 14 So we tried to bracket all of the possible

15 response pirameters that we thought would be useful to

l 16 the Board in order to evaluate the risk issue. But I

. 17 don't know that we identified any of them as ones that

i 18 vere more likely than another.

19 So I don't know that we vouch for any

20 particular set of assumptions that Mr. Kaplan would have

21 any basis for attacking, certainly under questions 3 and

22 4.

23 MR. CZAJAa Judge Shon, this is Richard

1
' 24 Czaja.

25 There's simply no testimony in this group of

|

O
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1 testimony that Mr. Kaplan is offering that deals with

2 the question of sheltering. He has one witness that

3 talks about sh elte ring . This is Mr. Jorgan. But that

4 testimony is, how do you shelter the population of New

5 York City af ter they have evacuated from New YorF. City?

6- Where do you put them?

7 So it's just another part of this package of

8 testimony dealing with the feasibility of an

9 evacuation. There's no testimony with regards to the
,

10 sheltering capabilities were people to remain in New

11 York City.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, you people hang on with

13 us a minute. We're going to do a little --

() 14 MR. KAPLAN: Before you do, if I could just

15 say one thing.

| 16 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.
|

| 17 MR. KAPLANs Part of it is, I don't want to go

18 through the timing of all of this, since obviously the

19 Boa rd recognizes the difficulty here. But it is the

i 20 thrust of my supplemental motion papers and the thrust

! 21 of my discussions with each of these, with the witnesses
|

22 that I'vn been able to speak with recently in the last

23 two or three days, subsequent to the testimony that came
|
'

24 in with question one, it is very clear that the same(}
25 problems that are projected for evacuation that they are
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1 speaking to exist for relocation.{)
2 So that's -- I mean, you know, the use of the

3 term " evacuation", the Board said we can't consider it,

()-

4 it doesn't call for it, is almost a strawperson, because

5 it seems to me that the Board should also consider the

6 relocation issue in the same kind of -- the same way.
,

7 Second of all, the notion that -- I think it
.

8 was Mr. Czada who just argued that it's okay to -- or

9 maybe it was Mr. Brandenburg -- it's okay to project out

10 consequences in question one, but it 's not okay to talk

11 about them in question 3 because they're not being

12 projected in question 3. Now again, that raises form

13 over substance, and I think that it puts the Board at an

() 14 incredible disadvantage in trying to get what is
|

15 basically a complete picture, and it allows the
i

16 Commission questions not to become aids in drawing and

17 completing that picture, but obstacles to overcome.

18 Those are the two points I wanted to make.

19 JUDGE SHON: Well, Mr. Kaplan, as long as we

20 are speaking to you right at the moment, there,is one

21 matter of form I would like to ask about your

22 testimony. I notice that in the latest list you list
.

23 Mr. Durran but you don't list Messrs. McCarthy and

24 Friedman.

25 MR. KAPLAN: That is an absolute error on my

|
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1 part. That is joint testimony. All three of them are

2 prepared to appear.

3 JUDGE SHON: Thank you.

4 MR. KAPLANs I apologize. It just never

5 occurred to me.

6 JUDGE GLEASON All right. We're going in to

7 get our heads together here a little bit, unless

8 somebody else wants to say something. But I want you to

9 hang onto the phones, and then we'll be bac.; to you with

10 a decision.

11 Does anybody want to say anything?

12 ES. HOOREa This is Janice Moore, Your' Honor.

13 Yes, I'd like to say just one thing, and that

() 14 is that we should keep in mind the definition of

15 "reloca tion" as opposed to " evacuation ," and tha t a t

|

| 16 least in the Staff's mind they are not synonymous.
|

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Thank you.

18 JUDGE SHONs Would you -- I'd like to hear her

l 19 give the distinction .

20 JUDGE GLEASON: What is the distinction in

21 your mind?

22 MS. MOORE: I would need to go get Dr.

23 Archarya 's testimony for the exact words, but I believe

24 " relocation" is the moving of people from highly(}
25 contaminated areas, which could be much lesser areas

(
|

l
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I than the term implied by " evacuation." But I believe it{)
2 also includes outside the ten-mile EPZ.

3 MR. KAPLAN4 Just in response -- not in

O
4 response, but in addition. The definition when I spoke

5 to my witnesses about relocation did not presume that we

6 were moving the entire population.

7 And second of all, the timing question is a

8 significant one. Obviously, the way we discussed it

9 with the witnesses was, one is in some sense an attempt

to to deal with ground deposition and the other is to avoid

11 plume exposure.

12 JUDGE SHON: That's exactly the distinction I
,

_

13 would have made.'

() 14 MR. KAPLANs And we are talking about New York

15 City 's capability to deal with the a voiding of ground

16 deposition. In fact, though, the movements of

17 populations is similar.

18 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Kaplan, there was one

19 witness' testimony that you asked for permission to not

20 forward until a specific time. Who was that?

21 MR. KAPLAN: The testimony has been filed.

22 That is Dr. Seamose. But he is not going to be

23 available that week.

24 JUDGE GLEASON: 9 hat about Mr. Li ttle j ohn ?()
25 MR. VAPLAN: Right. Littlejohn is a different

O
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1 problem._ Littlejohn, we 've -- and I was told by Mr.
)

2 Lewis that the subpoena was on the way.

3 MR. BRANDENBURGs It should have been there

O 4 this morning.

5 MR. KAPLAN4 It has not been there. It isn't

6 here. But he is the head of emergency planning for the

7 city, and it seems to me that under any rubric he's

8 someone you shouli want to hear.

9 MR. BRANDENBURG But how about his

10 testimony?

11 MR. KAPLANs I don't have his testimony. I

12 only wish I had it. That's why I'm subpoenaing him.

13 MR. BRANDENBURG All right. I am sure that

() 14 Mr. Lit tlejohn is an involuntsry witness.

15 MR. KAPLAN: Well, Brent, I can't answer you

16 other than to say, we have asked him for testimony as of

17 last June.

| 18 MR. BRANDENBURG4 Okay.

19 MR. KAPLAN: But it didn't cor2.
i

20 JUDGE GLEASON: Hang on, please.

21 (Board conferring.)
!

! 22 JUDGE GLEASONs Everybody here?
I

! 23 Just to make sure, say you 're here by name.

|

(]) 24 MR. LEVINs Levin is here.

25 HR. BRANDENBURG Brandenburg, here.

O
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1 MR. CZAJA4 Richard Czaja, here.
[}

2 MS. MOORE: Janice Moore, here.

3 MR. KAPLANs Kaplan.

O
4 ER. HASSLE: Hassle.

5 JUDGE GLEASONa Okay.

6 We haven't really heard much that changes I

7 guess where we were on the thing. We haven 't heard

8 anything that really changes it. We 're glad to have

9 your expositions, particularly on that lateness point.

10 But nothing that we've heard really changes where our

11 minds had evaluated the decision yesterday with Judge

12 Paris.

13 I have to -- to start with, I do have to

14 state, as I think I have stated before, that even though

15 it is clear to the Board and has been clear what the

16 Commission objectives are and what they have set the

17 Board up in an investigative, adjudicatory proceeding to

18 find answers to, it is difficult and I think the

19 Commission itself indicated at times by referencing some-

| 20 of these questtots to be done in a certain sequence that

| 21 there is - 't eplies at least and certainly the

Si.ere in our minds that it is not a22 implicat.. K a. . . .

i
23 simple matter to put testimony and confine testimony

i

() 24 within the questions and contentions as they have been

| 25 approved by the Board and su>mitted by the parties.
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1 There is a connection, a relationship, a

2 slopping over, if you want to.use a gross term, that

3 puts us all to a little test of finding out as to

4 whether, ascertaining in a definitive way whether

5 something is relevant about a particular area. And so

6 under those circumstances, of course, we just do the

7 best that we can, and that's what we have kind of

8 flowing through the decision t..at we're going to

9 announce here immediately. And of course we'll send an

10 order out to all the parties so they know about it.

11 We think that there has been a kind of a

12 stepping in the area of questions 3 and 4 in some of the

13 testimony that has been given on question one as far as

14 the consequences of the testimony is concerned. And

|
15 certainly there has been in both IPPSS and in the Staff

,

|
'

16 testimony some modeling of these consequences.

17 We underscand the purposes for which it is

18 done. It certainly cannot be construed as justifying an

19 emergency plan to cover, to the extent to cover New York

20 City. It was not intended for that and certainly it

21 shouldn 't be looked at beyond really what is a attempt

22 to give a comparative type of a look at consequences.

23 But nevertheless, it still has some impact

24 when someone wants to respond in this area in

25 representing the interests of New York City. The Board,
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1 when they admitted New York City counsel as a party,{}
2 indicated quite clearly that that counsel probably

3 better than I could speak for and would be knowledgeable

O 4 of the interests of the residents of New York City, and

5 they have been a participant and an active participant

6 in most of the proceedings as a governmental

7 representative.

8 In the .'ight of these considerations, we have

9 decided that some cf the testimony, certain of the

to testimony, certain of the witnesses, can be admitted and

11 vill be heard starting next Tuesday, but not all of it.

12 And the testimony is going to have to be restricted in a

13 different kind of a way so that it has some kind of,

() 14 limitations to it.

15 So that I would like you -- and I'm going to

16 read it slowly to you. I would like you to at least

17 vrite down the contention or the objective to which that

18 testimony has to be addressed in the context of the

19 sessiona that will start next Tuesday. And the issue

20 will read something like this -- vill read like this:

21 "In the event' tha t a radiological- accident at

22 Indian Point could necessitate an evacuation or a

23 relocation beyond the EPZ, the emergency plan for the

i /~\ 24 facility -- the off site emergency plans for the facilityV
25 are inadequate."

|

i
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'

1 Well, what we think we have done with this{}
2 wording of this issue, so to speak, is to tighten up the

3 areas in which that testimony has to be directed. In

O
4 that connection, we have decided to strike the testimony

5 of certain witnesses.

6 Solon's testimony as it relates to seismicity

7 will be stricken because it's strictly cumulative. We

8 will permit his testimony to be admitted which relates

9 to iodide and iodide Intervenor and consequences of an

10 accident, but that part of the testimony dealing with

11 seismicity is not admissible. <

12 Muchnik is all right. Fredenburg is out. We

13 do not think that testimony of an accident that occurred

( 14 on the George Washington Bridge in 1980, that shows that

15 somebody had trouble with moving out 2,000 residents,

16 has anything to do with the issue that we have just

17 raised, and so his testimony is deleted.

18 Ward's testimony is admitted. Fascili's

19 testimony is to be admitted. The Hopper testimony is
,

20 eliminated. In essence tha t testimony says that

21 homeless people are difficult to encounter and therefore

22 would be difficult to evacuate. Everybody would know

23 that, so you don't really need testimony in that area.

() 24 Spahn and Kinnery will be admitted. Gurren's

25 testimony will be admitted only with the understanding

O
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1 that the people that actually did that -- I don't know
O

2 how you wan t to characterize that study --

3 MR. KAPLANs They'll be there.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: -- tha t quick study -- they're

5 available for cross-examination --

6 MR. KAPLAN: They will be there. They are

7 available.

8 JUDGE GLEASON: -- Staff and Mr. Kaplan that

9 .they will be available.

10 MR. KAPLAN: They will be there.

11 JUDGE GLEASONs If they're not there, of

12 course, Mr. Gurren's testimony will be out.;

13 MR. KAPLAN They are available. In fact, I

14 will discuss later, they 're available f or deposition as

'

15 Well.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: Finally, the Jorgan testimony

17 will have to come out because it really doesn 't add

18 anything.

19 So that's where the Board winds up with its

20 decision with respect to the Licensee motion, and we

21 will send out an order incorporating or memorializing

| 22 this decision. And that 's about it, and we'll see you

23 all next Iuesday. All right.

24 MR. KAPLAN: Thank you.

25 (Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the telephone

; O
1
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